-+A'(ls 2s 2p n'I')+hv . (lb) K-shell electrons are not excited in these measurements. The intermediate doubly excited state couples as a fourelectron system since two vacancies in the L shell are coupled to two excited electrons. When compared to dielectronic recombination onto a neonlike ion this system involves a much more complex level structure, and decay to a multitude of singly excited states is possible.
Dielectronic recombination
(DR) is a resonant electron-ion recombination process that affects the ionization balance of plasmas and is of interest in plasma diagnostics [1, 2] . Experiments on DR have recently been reported from groups using traps [3, 4] and the electron coolers of ion storage rings [5, 6] , among others. In this paper we present relative dielectronic recombination [7] cross sections for the LMM resonances of fluorinelike xenon. This work is an extension of the results presented in a previous paper [8] . The 
